MAYBE THIS IS WHY
MITT DIDN’T EXERCISE
HIS “JIMMY CARTER
OPPORTUNITY” ON
LIBYA ON MONDAY?
Even while Liz BabyDick Cheney joins in the
dance on Ambassador Chris Stevens’ grave, Mitt
Romney said nothing about it in Monday’s debate.
Maybe this is why:
Ali Ani al-Harzi, who was arrested in Turkey
with one other person, kept there for a week,
then sent to his native Tunisia, may now be
headed to Gitmo (though I expect the Salafists
in Tunisia would not respond well to such fate).
U.S. intelligence officials, along with
members of the FBI, are in negotiations
with the Tunisian government to gain
access to al-Harzi or have the suspect
transferred to the American detention
facility in Guantánamo Bay, Cuba.

And in Egypt, another Benghazi suspect known
only as Hazem was killed in what sounds like a
fairly extensive fight with “security services.”
A man suspected of involvement in an
attack on the US consulate in the Libyan
city of Benghazi last month has been
killed in the Egyptian capital, Cairo,
officials say.
[snip]
According to the Egyptian officials the
suspect was cornered in a flat in
Madinet Nasr early on Wednesday morning.
He threw a bomb at the security forces,
but it bounced back into the flat.
An exchange of fire with the security
services then began and went on for

several hours, local media reports say.
The suspect’s burnt body was found in
the property, along with weapons and
explosive materials, officials say.

All of this, thus far, without the US appearing
to bigfoot the investigation (though obviously
tracking at least some of the alleged culprits
closely enough to track al-Harzi fleeing to
Syria).
While I’m sure BabyDick has been getting all
sorts of leaks about Obama’s sleeping patterns
(really! after the Dick Family mouthpiece
accused Obama of not reading PDBs, BabyDick says
Obama shouldn’t sleep if there’s been a claimed
terrorist attack not in intelligence briefing,
but on FaceBook), she presumably hasn’t been
getting the briefings that Mitt has been
getting. Mitt’s a tone deaf man. But he seems to
have decided it best to leave the accusations
that Benghazi has demonstrated Obama’s weakness
to the PACmen.
I’m not saying I approve of the possibility that
al-Harzi be sent to Gitmo; I don’t. I do hope
they had positive ID on the guy in Cairo (though
he certainly sounded prepared to resist
capture). And in any case, catching the culprits
doesn’t change the security failures nor the
sense that the Benghazi attack has surfaced
evidence of al Qaeda metastases stretching
around North Africa and the Middle East.
But thus the culprits in the Benghazi attack
have started to be rounded up–and Mitt knows
more about that than we do. So it’s possible
Mitt decided any further scandal mongering on
this issue himself might blow up even worse than
his accusation that Obama waited two weeks to
call this a terrorist attack.

